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ABSTRACT

This thesis focused on using a statistical model called the RIDIT analysis to perform a
comparative study of severity crashes for different facility types in South Carolina. RIDIT uses
the proportion of injury crashes and our analysis used three levels of injury categories, Fatal,
Injury, and PDO as an indicator of severity level using three years of crash data from 2016 to
2018. There was two main focus of this study, first to compare the severity of two different
network-screening methods (intersection to intersection and short 100’ buffers) used to identify
the hotspot location for high crash incidence. We compared the severity of these two
segmentation methods to determine which segments are prone to higher severity crashes within
different facility types. The next objective was to compare the severity levels of different
facility types in the state to determine the most severe roadway class in the state. Results
showed that for rural roads, the short 100’ buffers were most likely to be severe and for urban
roads, the long segments were likely to have more severe crashes. Urban two lanes undivided
for urban roads and rural two lanes undivided for rural roads were determined as the most
severe roadway class and the results were statistically significant. Similarly, among all rural and
urban roads, rural two lanes undivided roads were found to be the most severe roadway class in
the state with the results being statistically significant.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1. 1

Introductions and Background of the Study
Traffic crashes have been in existence since the inception of motorized vehicles on

roadways. They cause loss of property, injuries, and fatalities in some cases. Roadway traffic
crashes result in over 1.2 million fatalities, and up to 50 million non-fatal injuries annually across
the world (WHO, 2015). South Carolina has a history of being ranked amongst the states with
the highest crash rates. In 2017, 141,874 vehicle crashes were reported, with 989 fatalities and
39,466 injuries occurring in these crashes (SC fact book 2017). According to the South Carolina
fact book, a traffic fatality was observed, on average, every 9.5 hours, and an injury every 13.3
minutes. These rates were the highest recorded over the previous decade in South Carolina.
These values are considerably higher than the national averages of 1.13 fatalities per 100 million
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), and 10.92 fatalities per 100,000 populations (SC fact book,
2017). Moreover, South Carolina incurs over two billion dollars in economic losses annually due
to road traffic crashes (SCDPS 2014). There were 60,566 reported traffic injuries in 2017.
Although fatal injuries are the worst case in a crash, non-fatal related crashes can also have
severe consequences.

Crash analysis and its level of severity are one of the most important topics explored in
traffic safety. The analysis of crash characteristics including the characteristics of the road
segments where these crashes occur is necessary to locate areas of high risk for different
roadway types across the country. This thesis focuses on doing a comparative analysis of crash
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severity on different types of road segments in South Carolina.

It is anticipated that by

comparing severity across roadway types, a better understanding of a roadway type’s
contribution to crash severity can be made.

1. 2

Crash Severity Overview
When a crash occurs in South Carolina, the responding officer reports to the scene and

fills out a crash report. In case of an injury or a fatality, additional details will be included in a
“long report” related to the crash’s severity. In case of property damage only-related crashes, the
officer usually determines what kind of report is appropriate for the situation. The report then
proceeds to the respective county where the database is maintained. At the end of the year, all of
the crash reports are accumulated and forwarded to the South Carolina Department of Public
Safety who maintains the statewide crash databases.

The severity of crashes in South Carolina Crash Reports is similar to the ranking system
discussed in the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) called the KABCO scale. The KABCO scale is
a crash severity ordering method that defines different levels of injury observed during a crash.
The level of severity, in case of several injuries in a particular incident, is defined by the most
severe injury as a result of the crash. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) website has
listed all the severity scales used within each state. The most popular scale, other than the direct
use of the KABCO scale, is the use of numbers to denote crash severity. For instance, most
states, including South Carolina, use a 4-3-2-1-0 numbering system to report crash data where 4
corresponds to a fatality crash and 0 is a “property damage only” (PDO) crash. Another example
of a severity scale used by some states is 0-1-2-3-4, where 1 is considered “fatal” 4 is denoted as
PDO and 0 (could be 99 or “U”) that denotes unknown cases. Table 1 summarizes the severity
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associated with each letter in the KABCO scale and Table 2 summarizes South Carolina’s
severity scale.
Table 1. 1:

KABCO Scale for Crash Severity Data

Letter

Injury Type

K

Killed/Incapacitated. Any fatal incidents that occurred within thirty days
following a motor vehicle crash

A

Maximum severe injuries that the person was unable to leave the scene
without medical assistance

B

Moderate injuries that are visible ranging from abrasions to minor
lacerations

C

Complaint of pain, temporary unconsciousness, hysteria, nausea without
any visible signs of injury

O

Property damage only (PDO), No injuries

Reference: https://www.itsmr.org/tssr-glossary/kabco-scale/
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Table 1. 2:

South Carolina's KABCO Scale Reference

Source: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/hsip/spm/conversion_tbl/pdfs/kabco_ctable_by_state

Since all of these crash severities are recorded in ordinal scales, it is hard to identify the
magnitude of severity at different locations based solely on their crash data. Numerous attempts
to model injury severity outcomes have been done where researchers take injury levels as a
simple categorical variable, or as an ordered categorical variable. In modeling, these severities
are classified as categorical variables. Different variables related to driver factors, vehicle
characteristics, road, and environmental conditions can be identified as independent variables.

Crash severity in many cases has been modeled as ordered categorical variables using
ordered statistical models. It is suggested by many researchers (Duncan Khattak, M. Council
(1998) Abdel-Aty (2003), Khattak et al. (2002), Zajac and Ivan (2003), Donnel and Kockelman
and Kweon (2002), that the ordered models, which do not identify the effect of variables at each
severity level outcome, is not appropriate for crash data modeling. Meaning, there is a restriction
influencing one severity level that should be included at all levels.
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Thus, a method to score these crash severities could be beneficial for modeling purposes.
An appropriate distance between severity scales to account for the ordinal scale would make the
regression process more efficient by eliminating transforming a categorical scale into a nonordinal. The influence of each severity level can be identified by a numerical value, and will
properly portray the severity levels in any kind of severity analysis or prediction.

1. 3

Improvement in crash data accuracy in South Carolina
South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) and the South Carolina

Department of Public Safety (SCDPS) are the two major state entities that have introduced
several initiatives to reduce crash rate, especially the ones that result in injuries and fatalities.

One of the most effective programs was the introduction of the South Carolina Collision
and Ticket Tracking System (SCCATTS) systems to precisely locate crashes. “The goal of
SCCATTS is to enhance highway safety through the timely collection/analysis of, and response
to, pertinent data” (South Carolina Highway Safety Plan). South Carolina spent $800,000 to
introduce this GIS-based crash reporting system.

Initially, police officers were given a handheld device to record the location of crashes.
These handheld GPS devices do not always have good accuracy as it depends on the availability
of satellites and different environmental factors. Also, when recording the coordinates tend to
use the location of where they completed the report rather than where the crash actually
occurred. Thus, many crashes are geocoded as occurring in parking lots or on a roadway
shoulder. After the introduction of SCCATTS, police officers can now sit in their vehicle to fill
out the crash report and use the GIS map to precisely locate the crash location.
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Improvements in the crash reporting system have allowed researchers to conduct more
robust crash analysis. One major advantage of this improved system is that it allows us to
perform site-specific analysis with better precision. As the location precision of crashes on the
roadway network increases, the effectiveness of prediction models and probability models also
increases. Analysis of roadway segments, driveways, or intersections with high crash frequency
can be carried out. This allows us to scrutinize precise areas on the roadway network that have
observed high crash frequencies in previous years and try to analyze site-specific causal factors
for these crashes.

1. 4

Segmenting Roads for Safety Analysis
The HSM recommends roadway network segmentation based on homogenous

characteristics such as AADT (Average Annual Daily traffic), number of lanes, land use, and
other factors. The HSM recommends segmenting roadways with a minimum length of one tenth
of a mile. This was particularly the case due to the high inaccuracy in crash data. Rajabi (Rajabi,
2017) segmented South Carolina’s roadway network based on homogenous features available in
SCDOT’s Roadway Information Management System (RIMS). RIMS maintain attributes for all
state roads. Several features to segment roads based on HSM were not available and had to be
collected by Rajabi. Clemson University’s research “Crash Analysis Using Precisely Geocoded
Crashes” focused on using the improved crash location data to identify locations experiencing a
substantial number of crashes (Famili et al., 2019). One disadvantage of using long roadway
segments for crash analysis is that midblock locations with crash clusters can be overlooked.
Short segmentation of roadways helps identify precise locations along roadway corridors with
high-observed crash frequencies and also assists in identifying, evaluating and developing
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optimal implementation applications of effective countermeasures for problematic midblock
locations (Sarasua, et al, 2020).

This research aims to evaluate the short roadway segmentation screening method by
comparing it to the HSM’s recommended long roadway segmentation from a crash severity
standpoint. Although short roadway segmentation can be an effective network screening
methodology for screening purposes of clusters of crashes at a specific location, the severity of
these crashes is not considered. We aim to perform an analysis based on observed severity over
recent years to compare the severities based on observed crashes between these segmentation
methods.
Figure 1.1 shows an example section of a rural two lane road segmented based on
intersection to intersections for SPF calculations (Note that only the high ranked segments are
shown)
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Figure 1. 1: Example Roadway Section of Rural 2 Lane Roadway with 3 Years of Crash Data

1. 5

Research Problem Statement and Objectives
The overall goal of this research project is to use a statistical model to compare the

severities among different roadway segments and roadway classes in the state. This research
aims to identify severe roadway classes by looking at historical crash data and induce a
probability scale to look at the probability of a crash being more severe than another. This
research will evaluate the newly proposed short roadway segmentation practice for midblock
roadway sections by comparing it with the severities associated with the HSM-based long
roadway segmentation method. The research uses resources made available for the research
project, “Midblock Crash Analysis Using Precisely Geocoded Crashes in South Carolina”. As
described in the previous section, long roadway segments recommended by the HSM for Safety
Performance Function (SPF) calculations have been segmented in ArcGIS. These long roadway
segments are ranked based on the highest potential for safety improvement. Similarly, short
roadway segment buffers of 100 feet in length with variable buffer widths are also taken into
consideration. Since the HSM recommends the use of at least three years of data to account for
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regression to the mean errors, 2016 through 2018 crash data was overlaid on these buffers to
obtain the total count of fatality, injuries, and PDO crashes for each segment.

Most of the hotspot short segment midblock sections are driveway related crashes. These
crashes are usually fender-bender or non-severe. A small 100-foot length segment might not
have more than one runoff road or fixed object crashes in a 3 year period. Runoff road, overturn,
and fixed object crashes tend to be more severe than other types of crashes. Long segments may
still have low crash frequencies along much of their length but could observe a higher number of
severe crashes and be a more suitable roadway segmentation method to use for crash severity
analysis. The first stated hypothesis of this thesis is “Due to the nature of severe crashes, long
roadway segments of at least ¼ mile are likely to be more severe than 100’ short segments
and could be a useful segmentation method to perform crash severity analysis”

Based on the facility types we also aim to compare the severities between different
functional class roadways in the state. For this, we compare urban and rural roads within each
other to determine the most severe facility type in the state. Based on this, our second hypothesis
is “Despite of lower crash rate per mile on rural roads, they are subject to more severe
crashes than urban roads due to the nature of crashes and the roadway environment
characteristics”
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The objectives of this research are listed as follows:
1. Identify an appropriate statistical method to use the ordered categorical severity data and
perform severity comparison of different facility types.
2. Obtain a better understanding of crash severity on different network screening methods
by comparing the severities of different roadway segmentation used for crash analysis
3. Understand the risk of severity between different roadway classes by comparing the
severity between functional class to determine the most severe facility type in the state
4. Determine the benefit of using the chosen analysis method to test the hypothesis
compared with other used methods.

1. 6

Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. Chapter two provides literature reviews on previous

methods and models used for the severity analysis of crashes in different states. Chapter three
discusses the chosen methodology used to perform spatial analysis of severity using ArcGIS, and
an accepted statistical method. This chapter also discusses the potential problems related to crash
severity data in the crash report, as well as the method for data collection. Chapter four discusses
the analysis procedure and a set of statistical results to test the proposed hypothesis. Chapter five
serves as the conclusion and discussions section, where future research possibilities are
presented.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2. 1

Introduction
There has been a significant amount of research using different statistical models to

predict crash severity. While many of these models predict the severity of crashes, some models
have been developed to predict the factors that contribute towards the severity of a crash. Speed
limit, geometric design, and manner of collision are some variables that are major estimators for
crash severity (Mannering and Bhat 2014). The first portion of this chapter covers
methodological issues related to crash severity data respective to our research. Then some
commonly used statistical models for severity analysis are discussed and presented with their
results. The conclusion summarizes the literature issues and models used to validate the use of
the chosen statistical method for our analysis.

2. 2

Crash Severity Data Methodological Issues
One major problem while dealing with crash severity data is the discrete non-continuous

scale of severity data. Despite that, numerous other data attributes have been problematic while
applying different models for evaluation of crash severity.

One of the widely experienced and essential issues while addressing not just severity but
any crash analysis is the underreporting of crash data. Although fatal crashes are reported nearly
100 percent of the time (Blincore et al, 2002), Hauer (2006) expressed the concern that some
states report crashes only with PDO’s that have vehicles totaled or severely damaged, while
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some jurisdictions in some states do not report PDO crashes at all (Hauer, 2006). Hauer (1989)
and Elvik and Myssen (1999) estimated that nearly 60 percent of PDO crashes are not reported.
Statistical models rely heavily on the samples drawn from a population and
underreporting of crash data does not portray the real scenario. This might have a significant
effect on parameter estimation by violating the random nature of the sample being drawn and
thus producing biased results for statistical model estimations.
Another issue that needs to be addressed is the availability of all attributes from a crash
report. Variables that are omitted from crash reports often lead to various problems while
preparing the data for research. According to Washington et al., (2011) “Omitting relevant
explanatory variables can result in inconsistent parameter estimates if such variables are
correlated with other variables that are already included in the model or if the omitted variable is
correlated or has different variances among severity levels”. Availability of accurate severity
levels observed in crash data is necessary to perform accurate crash severity analysis, and often
these omissions of variables lead to limitations when making safety decisions.
The ordinal nature of crash severity data makes it very difficult to use in most models. If
the ordinal nature is not addressed, it can lead to various biased parameter estimates and wrong
inferences for severity data. (Paleti et al., 2010). The correlation between the injury categories
(e.g. relation between possible injury and no injury) may share unobserved effects among the
injury categories (Savalainen et al., 2011)

2. 3

Crash-Severity Analysis Methods
Crash severity models are usually binary (with or without injury) or have multiple

responses (KABCO scale) (Savolinen et al., 2011). The multiple response outcomes can be
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treated as ordinal data or nominal data. The choice of models and responses and outcomes
heavily depends on the type of crash data that is being used which relies on the accuracy,
quantity, and other specific characteristics (Savolinen et al., 2011)

Among many models, binary Logit/probit models (Khattak,(1998), Moudon et al.
(2011)), multinomial Logit models (Ye and Lord,(2011),Rifaat et al(2011)), nested Logit models
(Shanker,(1996),Hu and Donnell, (2010)), regression models (Daniels et al,2010, El-Basyouny
and Sayed (2011) ) and heteroscedastic ordered Logit/probit models ((Zeng et al., (2019),
Haleem and Abdel-Aty (2010)) have been used to analyze crash injury severities.

Crash severity analysis has evolved over the years after multiple types of research using
different models (Mannering and Bhat 2014). One of the most widely used models is the binary
Logit /probit model for crash severity. Evolving from simple binary response (Shibata and
Fukuda 1994, Khattak 1998) researchers have used multiple discrete outcomes such as
multinomial Logit model (MNL), nested Logit models, and the random parameter Logit model
that accounts from ordering injury outcomes to the effect of unobserved factors across (Ye and
Lord,(2011), Rifaat et al(2011)).

Chang and Mannering (1999) developed a Logit-nested model to look at the differences
in the severity of crashes between truck and non-truck involved crashes. The authors used
different models to calibrate for truck involved and non-truck involved crashes. The nested
model was used to model vehicle occupancy and severity assuming that the higher the vehicle
occupancy more likely to be severely injured. They found out that the risk of severity was higher
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with truck-involved crashes and roads with high-speed limits. Severity was also associated with
vehicles making a turning movement and the manner of collisions (Chang and Mannering 1999).

Shanker et al., (1996) developed a nested Logit formulation to determine the severity of a
crash provided that a crash has occurred. Using a four-scale injury category, the authors applied
five years of crash data on a 61-kilometer rural interstate in Washington, which was a possible
ITS implementation site. Researchers wanted to explore and predict the severity after the
implementation of intelligent transportation systems. The authors estimated that factors like
environmental conditions. Roadway characteristics, manner of collisions drivers, and vehicle
attributes played a big role in determining the severity of accidents. A nested Logit model
allows certain categories such as PDO and possible injury accident as a shared category. The
authors found that using such two levels of nested formulation best represents the severities of
the crashes. The authors claim that the nested Logit model can be used to evaluate the impacts of
ITS on crash severities.

Analogous to Logit models, use of regression models is a popular approach used not just
for crash severity but also for predicting the nature of crashes and crash rates at different sites.
Daniels et al, 2010 developed logistic regression and hierarchical binomial logistic regression
models to examine the explanatory factors for crash severities and related these factors to the
existing literature. The analysis found that higher ages are more at risk to injury severity. One
interesting finding of this research was that single-vehicle crashes seemed to be more severe than
multiple-vehicle crashes and could be an interesting factor to further examine (Daniel et al.,
2010). For example, reported single-vehicle crashes usually end up hitting a fixed object,
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overturning, or end up in a ditch. Fixed objects and overturning usually result in a high risk of
fatal and injury crashes (USDOT, 2008). Unreported single vehicle fixed object crashes are
typically not very severe because drivers immediately drive away from the crash site.

El-Basyouny and Sayed (2011) used a multivariate Poisson-lognormal regression model
(MVPLN) to develop a collision prediction model based on the number of PDO crashes
observed. The authors developed a new multivariate hazardous location identification technique
based on the calculation of excess. The MVPLN model has higher precision compared to the
Poisson parameter estimates. A correlation between higher non-injury crashes with fatal and
injury crashes was established stating that for every injury crash there is almost 0.758 fatal and
injury crashes at a site of high-risk locations. (El-Basyouny and Sayed 2011).

Lee and Abdel-Aty (2008) developed a bivariate probit model that supported the
hypothesis that drivers drive safer in the presence of a passenger in the vehicle. The analysis was
done on a 36.3-mile segment of I-4, Orlando, Florida using five years of crash data from 1999 to
2003. The results concluded that there was a significant correlation between driving behavior and
the presence of passengers and that crashes were less severe. They also concluded that young
drivers were more likely to be involved in high-speed accidents in low volume conditions with
severe injuries. (Lee and Abdel-Aty, 2008).
Winston et al. (2006) developed a multivariate model using disaggregate data to analyze
the effects of airbags and antilock brakes. The test hypothesis was that the probability that
driver’s decisions to have a vehicle with airbags and/or anti-lock brakes would be interrelated
with their risk of crash involvement and the severity of the crash. The authors found that drivers
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who were aware of the issues were more likely to have vehicles with airbags and antilock brakes.
The results showed no statistically significant effect on the reduction of injury-related crashes.

The use of various previous literature models into one's model can be beneficial to
predict crash severity. Elvik (1995) analyzed the safety applications of guardrail by combining
separate estimates of safety effectiveness and calculating a weighted average. One of the
methods is called the meta-analysis using a log-odds model that used studies and results from 32
different models that were done to evaluate the effect of safety roadside devices such as crash
cushions barriers and guardrails on crash rate. The authors used an odds ratio where parameters
such as the predictor for the total number of crashes, vehicle miles of travel, guardrail (G), and
barrier and crash cushion (W). The weight of each study is incorporated in the model by using
the ratio of the total number of crashes used in each study as a weighing factor, then an average
of all the studies is calculated using the log-odds method where,
Ei = the estimated effect of study i
Wi = the statistical weight assigned to study i.
All the combinations of different models were thought to be more efficient due to the
unavailability of accurate crash data. Using the same model, the authors looked at the effects on
accident severity and calculated the probability of a fatal or injury accident using the
combination of 94 studies. The results showed that the median decreased the fatalities by 20
percent and injury-related crashes by 10 percent, guardrails decreased fatalities by 44 percent,
and injuries by 52 percent, and crash cushions decreased fatalities by 69 percent and injuries by
68 percent. (Evik et al., 1995)
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Similarly, researchers have also looked at evaluating the effect of a countermeasure or
some change in the system in reducing crash severities. For instance, Wu et al., 2014 created a
mathematical function to convert severe crashes into the total number of crashes, or a PDO
number and then calculated the probability of a crash to be less severe after a certain
countermeasure was used. The authors evaluated the effect of rumble strips on reducing fatal and
major injury crashes. Using crashes and roadway data from 2002-2009, the team evaluated
almost 310 roadway segments with rumble strips. The results found that the total number of
crashes was reduced within the years of these roadway segments, but there were no significant
results on the hypothesis that rumble strips reduce crash severity. (Wu et al., 2014)

Ordered probit models are also a popular choice for dealing with discrete severity data
and are analogous to Logit models and have been used in modern research (See: Zeng et al.,
(2019),Haleem and Abdel-Aty (2010) Haleem and Abdel-Aty (2010) Pai (2009), Zhu and
Srinivasan (2011), Fountas and Anastasopoulos, (2017); Fountas et al., 2018). These models help
identify some factors that affect the outcome of an event and can also be used to predict an
event’s likelihood. One advantage of using such a model is that these models account for the
differences between injury categories. For instance, the difference between PDO and visible
injury is not the same as the difference between severe injury and fatal injury. The consideration
of categorical data makes it easier to use severity data as a dependent variable.

The approach to use these models is by defining a variable Z that is used to model the
ordinal ranking of data. Assuming that this variable has a linear relation with each crash, it
derives a way to estimate Z such that,
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Z = βX + ɛ
Where X is the variable determining the discrete ordering for each crash observation, β is a
coefficient of the estimation, and ɛ is a disturbance term (Washington et al., 2011). Duncan et al
(1999) used an ordered probit model for analyzing the injury severity in truck passenger cars
with rear-end collisions.

They used an ordered probit model to investigate the effect of

occupants and environmental conditions on accident severity for rear-end crashes involving a
truck-car collision. The results showed that vehicles with high speed, night crashes, women, and
alcohol involved and passenger car rear-ending a truck has large risk to be involved in severe
accidents.

Zeng et al., (2019) used a Bayesian spatial generalized ordered Logit model to analyze
freeway crash severity. The model claims to account for the ordered and discrete nature of crash
severity as well as the correlation of crashes within the same spatial location. The authors used
crash data from Kaiyang Freeway, China 2014. This model is more useful than the traditional
ordered probit model because it accounts for the spatial characteristics of the adjacent crashes.
The driver's gender, weather, traffic volume, and crash type were some unbiased estimators of
crash severity. The study recommends that countermeasures such as enhanced driver awareness,
traffic law enforcement, geometric improvements, and increased availability of emergency
services can mitigate freeway crash severity (Zeng et al., 2019)

Mannering and Bhat, 2014 measured the severity of crashes by looking at the highest
level of severity among all road users. It is a popular method for crash severity but might not
always represent the severe effects of crashes and will not account for the differences in the
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injury severity data. In cases like these, where the crash severity level is more than two
categories, ordered probit/Logit models are still in use to date. These models link the severity of
a crash to the observed risk factor (Zeng et al., 2019).
Some recent researchers have used ordered response model framework to account for the
discrete nature of crash severity levels as well as the heterogeneity in crash data (See; Fountas et
al., 2018, Fountas and Anastasopoulos, 2017; Xin et al., 2017;). In some recent studies, since no
considered variables had any heterogeneity, a fixed parameter ordered response model was used
instead of a mixed generalized ordered response model (See Eluru and Yasmin, 2015, Abegaz et
al. , 2014; Eluru, 2013; )

Our research, based on (Bross, 1958), aims to use an analogous statistical model
compared to ordered Logit and probit models that deals with the complexity of crash severity
data and would help understand the severity of crashes within different facility types. Initially,
Bross (1958) suggested the use of RIDIT Analysis for ordered data, which are not on an interval
scale. This is exactly the characteristic of crash severity data a “RIDIT” score is calculated from;
a reference population with the same categories of crash severity. These scorings are based on
the percentile rank of each item (i.e. fatal, injuries or property damage only). A “RIDIT” score is
a percentile rank of an item in the reference population and is equal to the number of items in all
of the lower categories plus half of the number of items in the subject category, all divided by the
population size. After a “RIDIT” score is calculated for each type of severity, they can be taken
as a value of a dependent variable for comparison between groups. A usual normal distribution
of statistics like the mean and standard deviation can be applied to these calculated scores. If a
large enough sample size is chosen, the mean “RIDIT” will follow a normal distribution. (Flora,
1974). RIDIT Analysis is statistical technique used to score any kind of categorical data based on
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proportions. As described by Bross in 1958, RIDIT may depend on a random choice as a
reference group and compare another population based on calculated RIDIT scores. If a
randomly chosen item from the comparison group B is compared to the reference population A,
the mean RIDIT score gives the probability P (B > A), which denotes that the probability of Y is
severely injured than X. By definition from Bross, the mean “RIDIT” for the reference group is
always 0.5 (Bross, 1972).

RIDIT Analysis ignores the essential two-sample nature of a problem, where two
populations are sampled based on an occurring situation such as a motor vehicle crash. RIDIT
Analysis aims to reduce the complex mass data to a simpler form where researchers can visualize
data and answer the research question in a simpler manner (Flora et al, 1972). Use of RIDIT is
safer than most other statistical methods, especially dealing with randomness of crash severity
data, as RIDIT analysis is a “distribution free” process (Flora et al, 1972)

2. 4

Summary of Literature
It is evident from the literature that although there have been several studies focused on

predicting crash severity levels, there are no consistent methods for defining and comparing the
severity levels of different facilities. Currently, HSM recommends the use of ratio or proportions
of injury crashes to define the severity of a roadway segment.

HSM’s current severity tools lack consistency because the previous literature and
researches are not consistent when estimating crash severity probability (Ivan, 2018). Crash
severity analysis should be carried out differently to answer different questions varying from
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corridor analysis, network analysis, and even specific spots severity analysis. From the HSM it is
evident that some factors such as maintaining integrity to the network screening methods,
availability of data and predictive performance of the models are key to any severity analysis.
The HSM does not have specific guidelines on where to apply which model to identify crash
severity levels. HSM Part B recommends using the proportion of injury crashes to evaluate crash
severity for specific roadway functional classes and use those ratios to predict severity or
expected severities. Issues such as crash severity reporting, modeling of discrete severity data,
and quality of the data might arise while using such data.

The University of Connecticut is currently working on an NCHRP crash severity project
(Development and Application of Crash Severity Models for the Highway Safety Manual) to
develop models to incorporate in the HSM severity analysis chapters that would account for the
unreliable methods suggested in the HSM. To maintain consistency, the research team aims to
develop safety performance functions (SPF’s) and severity predictions for different facility types
and different intersections and segments within facility types. One of the major objectives of this
research after the SPF model development is to analyze how well the models perform at different
AADT levels, facility functional classes, and segment lengths (Ivan, 2018).

From literature, it shows that any research for severity analysis depends on the questions
that need to be addressed while following some basic standard recommendations from the HSM
or other supplements and guidelines issued by the state. Maintaining network-screening
consistency while using the ratios and proportions to predict the risk of severe accidents is one of
the goals of this research. We aim to utilize the recommendations as discussed above from HSM
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and recent research projects on crash severity for our analysis and to fulfill our objectives. As
from the literature, mixed Logit models and ordered probit models (Zeng et al, 2019) are recent
studies that have been used to address the discrete nature of crash severity. Our research aims to
a similar method (RIDIT analysis) as presented in section 2.3 of this chapter.

Crash data severity can be scored based on the proportion of observed crashes over the
years and analyzing their severities. Mean RIDIT is always a useful point estimate of probability
(Bross, 1958).

One of the major focuses of our research is the accuracy of severity risk

estimation for different facility types. The use of a model that is transferable within the different
functional classes and also within different network screening methods is necessary for our
research, which considers the spatial and temporal relationship of crashes without exploiting the
limits of the model. The quality of crash data does matter as we need to collect the severity of
crashes, but the quantity of crash data plays an insignificant role. Availability and use of many
years of data (three years in our case) is recommended to help account for the regression to the
mean. Details of the crash data used in this research and the use of RIDIT analysis are covered in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: DATA COLLECTION, SORTING AND METHODOLOGY

3. 1

Introduction
This chapter highlights the discussion on the chosen methodology for severity

comparison; RIDIT Analysis. First introduced by Bross (1958), RIDIT "essentially transforms
ordinal data to a probability scale (one could call it a virtual continuous scale) analogous to
Probit or Logit "(Guha, 2015). The chapter also covers a brief introduction to the different
segmentation methods (i.e. long roadway segments, short roadway segments, and different
facility types). The chapter also highlights some inconsistencies and errors found in crash report
data found when performing the severity analysis.

3.2

Roadway Classification
HSM part C defines the extent or limits of the roadway network under consideration and

characteristics of facilities needed for analysis. The FHWA guidelines classify roadways as
either “urban” or “rural” based on the environment (HSM, 2010). “Urban” areas are places
inside urban boundaries where the population is greater than 5,000 people, while “rural” areas
are places outside these urban areas, which have a population less than 5,000 people. The
“urban” areas and “suburban” areas are considered the same category (HSM, 2010). To be able
to compare roadway segments with similar attributes, the HSM recommends segmenting roads
based on their identified classification. For instance, urban four lane roads will have different
characteristics than rural four lane roads. Classification of roadways based on land use (urban or
rural), the number of lanes, and median type can be useful for safety analysis. Using the RIMS
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data, the attributes of either “Urban” or “Rural” are first identified. Then, the number of lanes
and median type (divided or undivided) are used to classify different road types.

Rajabi (2017) initially identified different roadway classes for the state of South Carolina.
The table 3.2 obtained from (Rajabi, 2017), summarizes the total length, Average AADT, for
each roadway class created using the 2014 roadway and crash database. The table 3.1
summarizes the types of facilities used for analysis with their definitions.

Table 3. 1: Roadway Classification used for RIDIT Safety Analysis

Segment Types

Description

R2U

Rural 2 lane undivided Highway

R4D

Rural 4 lane divided Highway

U5T

Urban 5 lane with Two way left turn lane

U2U

Urban 2 lane undivided

U4D

Urban 4 lane divided

U3T

Urban 3 lane with Two way left turn lane
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Table 3. 2: Summary of Roadway Types with Total Miles and Average AADT

Roadway Type

Total Miles

Average AADT (2014)

R2U

6015.7

3631

R4D

2320.5

17651

R4U

84.3

8448

U2U

3963.7

8170

U3T

453.3

13,664

U4U

431.60

15,351

U4D

1567.7

30,562

U5T

2839.6

22,076

There are more than six types of roadway classification suggested by HSM, but due to
low miles of some of the roadway types in South Carolina, the research team decided not to
include them for this analysis. U4U and R4U were the classes that did not meet the minimum
requirements per HSM (Rajabi, 2017). Due to this reason, R4U, U4U, and U4D were eliminated
from the analysis. Despite having low miles, U3T had a high AADT value and observed
approximately 897 crashes in one year. Although U4U has more AADT, the total number of
crashes did not meet the minimum criteria (570 crashes) and also had very low average
population.

3. 3

The Long Roadway Segments (Intersections to Intersections)
Initially, Clemson researchers, along with SCDOT, collaborated to calibrate South

Carolina state-specific SPF calibration factors for the HSM. Using the crash data from 2013 to
2015, the researchers calibrated the calibration factors for all roadway types analyzed in HSM
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Part C. This research also focused on developing custom SPF’s for South Carolina (SCDOT,
2018).
The researchers segmented the roads based on the HSM’s recommendation of
homogenous characteristics and AADT data. These long roadway segments were also created in
ArcGIS to use for analysis for the SCDOT research project, “Midblock Crash Analysis using
Precisely Geocoded Crashes” (SCDOT, 2020). On this project, Clemson and Citadel researchers
used a similar method to segment roadways for the application of SPF’s on the South Carolina
roadways. AADT data were obtained from the SCDOT database and overlaid on the RIMS data.
Intersection points from all over the state were obtained from Rajabi. An initial buffer of 150 feet
was created around the intersection points and the RIMS network was split based on these
criteria. Although the HSM recommends using a minimum of 0.1 miles length for roadway
segments and 250 buffers, particularly due to the inaccuracy in crash data locations, the research
team decided to use a 150-foot buffer around the intersection and split the network from
intersections to intersections. Most of the segments did satisfy the minimum length of 0.1 miles.
Table 3.3 summarizes the number of long segments obtained for each roadway class.
Table 3. 3: Number of Long Roadway Segments per Roadway Class

Roadway Class

Number of Segments

R2U

62430

R4D

3850

U2U

82298

U3T

3852

U4D

3600

U5T

9440
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Figure 3. 1: Section of U5T Roadway with Multiple High Ranked SPF-based Long Segments

The segments obtained in table 3.3 are excluding major freeways, highways, and interstates.
Most of the rural four lane divided roads in the state are highways or interstates. This research
does not focus on the severity analysis of freeways and interstates.

3. 4

Short Roadway Segments
Since the implementation of SCATTS, South Carolina has observed major improvements

in crash location accuracy. This improvement has allowed researchers to use different screening
methods for locating hotspot areas for safety improvement. The use of the HSM’s long roadway
segmentation might overlook segments with clusters of crashes at individual locations such as
driveways if the other part of the segment has minimal to no crashes. Famili et al 2019,
developed short segments less than the recommended 0.1 miles for statewide screening of
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midblock crashes to identify site-specific locations with high crash occurrence. This
Clemson/Citadel research focused on the implementation of a peak search short roadway
segment network screening method to look at concentrated locations of midblock crashes such as
driveways or segments with site specific characteristics such as a curve with poor sight distance.

The roadway network obtained through the RIMS (Roadway Information Management
System) data was used to create fixed short segment buffers in ArcGIS. Crash data from 2016 to
2018 are overlaid to the segmented roadways. A benefit of fixed segments is that there crash
frequency can be compared over several years (Famili, et al, 2019).

Using the peak search method for a small window size, hotspot locations were identified.
41,282 miles of roadway were segmented using the short roadway segments. An initial buffer
length of 50 feet was used. One problem while using a buffer of 50 feet was the length did not
include all of the crashes associated with specific driveways. Thus, a variable-length segment
was analyzed to come up with the most efficient buffer length for short segment analysis
considering 50-foot increments in buffer lengths. A closer look at 150-foot buffers showed that
these roadway segments had more than one driveway, which diluted the effect of a single
dangerous driveway or a bad geometric situation (Famili et.al, 2019). After testing multiple
segment lengths, a 100-foot length was found to be the most efficient buffer length to be used for
short segment analysis. A closer look at these segments showed that in nearly all cases, the
crashes seem to be concentrated at a single driveway, or a geometric event such as a curve. This
fixed segment length is a much simpler screening approach compared to sliding window
approaches such as network kernel density estimation. Fixed segments are subject to easy
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interpretation when ranked based on the frequency of crashes (Famili et al., 2019). Similar
results were obtained when this peak search method using 100 foot segments were compared to
the SPF method in terms of excess predicted crashes. One limitation of the short segment method
is that it requires accurate crash location data (Iqbal et al., 2019).

Table 3. 4: Number of Midblock Short Segments for All Facility Types with 100-foot length

Roadway Class

Number =of Segments

R2U

858216

R4D

45639

U2U

471452

U3T

15830

U4D

21167

U5T

48303
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Figure 3. 2: Identifying Precise Driveways with Concentrated Crash Location using Short Segment Analysis

Figure 3.2 above shows a problematic corridor on St. Matthews Road in Orangeburg,
South Carolina. Green squares represent 2016 crashes, red stars represent 2017 crashes, and the
blue triangles represent 2018 crashes in each buffer along this corridor. Using short segment
analysis, a driveway location where more than 9 crashes occurred within a span three years was
identified as a candidate for potential safety improvement.

3. 5

Crash Data
The first and most essential step for crash analysis is the collection of crash data. For

South Carolina, the SCDPS (South Carolina Department of Public Safety) maintains the crash
database throughout the state. The crash report can be obtained from two files: location and
occupant files. The location file contains all crash details recorded at the crash location including
number of fatalities and injuries. The occupant file contains information about all of the
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people involved in the crash, such as age, belt usage, and severity level (SCDPS, 2014) These
files are presented in a text version and need to be tabulated before importing them and
geocoding in a GIS. The common attribute of crash record number is used to link these two files.
Using the latitude and longitude, the crashes are geocoded into the GIS. A lot of the crash data
require filtering based on geocoding errors. The research team made sure that most common
errors are accounted for in order to increase the accuracy of crash data. Some common errors that
were found while geocoding crashes were mixing of latitude and longitude, and the use of
degrees minutes seconds instead of decimal degrees (Iqbal et al., 2019).
The HSM recommends using at least three years of crash data for any safety analysis
(HSM, 2010). The crash records from 2016 to 2018 were obtained through the SCDPS. At the
time of this research, the 2018 data was the most updated crash data available as crash data is
only made available several months into the next year.
After the crash data was geocoded into the GIS, the team needed to filter out only
midblock crashes that were not intersection related. After a recommendation from SCDOT, a
150 foot buffer was created around the intersection points, and all the crashes inside the buffer
were removed for each year because they were not considered as midblock related. Table 3.5
below presents a summary statistic for the total midblock crashes for the three years (20162018), including 3 severity categories.
Table 3. 5: Distribution of Fatality and Injury Cases for Midblock Crashes in South Carolina

Year

2016

2017

2018

Fatal

603 (0.826%)

596 (0.853%)

577 (0.845%)

Injuries

17520 (24%)

17482 (25%)

17780 (26%)

Total

72972

69903

68263
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Some facts on the crash data being used
•

From SC fact book, out of total 925 fatal crashes in 2017 and 596 were observed in
midblock sections (64.4%)
Out of 39,466 injury collisions, 17,482 injuries are midblock crashes (44.2%)

•

Out of 141874 collisions, 69903 crashes are midblock crashes (49%)

3. 6

•

RIDIT Analysis for Crash Severity
This research aims to use a statistical method, called RIDIT Analysis as discussed in

literature review, using the data previously discussed in this chapter to do severity analysis.
Several crash studies dealing with severity have to work with redefined measurement systems.
As described in Chapter 1, crash severity is recorded in different scales in different states. The
severity scale is a subjective categorical scale that is letter based (KABCO) or numerical based.
The intervals of these scales are not definitive. These response variables are called ‘borderland’,
and do not necessarily follow any kind of distribution (Bross, 1958). Thus, these variables cannot
be analyzed using any traditional statistical. In situations like these, especially dealing with crash
severity, RIDIT Analysis serves as a bridge between the two mostly used statistical methods for
analysis (chi-square statistic and t-test method)

The methodology, or calculations of RIDIT is very simple. The computational value for
RIDIT is usually the mean and variance of the t-test method. Using RIDIT, the long roadway
segments and the short roadway segments can be compared based on probability for severity of
crashes in a roadway between a randomly chosen long segment and the short segments from the
same population group (i.e. R2U or U5T). The procedure is illustrated on a set of three years of
crash data and compared with the RIDIT analysis on section 3.8 of this chapter.
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The crash data contains severity levels associated with it. South Carolina uses a scale of
0-4 for categorizing severity levels. These severity levels are transformed into KABCO scores.
Five different columns are created based on the KABCO score. If a crash has a severity level of
K then a value of 1 is given to the KABCO_K column in the attribute table and the rest as 0. This
way spatially joining the crash data with the roadway segments, a sum of these KABKO_i
columns is calculated in ArcGIS to obtain the proportion of each type of severity for all the
roadway segments.

3. 7

Inconsistencies in Crash Data
Upon scrutinizing the overlaid crash data, the team found out that there are vast

inconsistencies while recording severity levels. For instance, R2U’s top 200 long roadway
segment buffers alone had 137 segments where severity data were inaccurately recorded.
Although an injury or a fatality was observed during the crash, the severity level is still recorded
as zero even though the crash report indicate that there were some injuries associated with that
crash. Figure 3.3 shows one of the highest-ranked long segments in the R2U roadway class.
When overlaying the crash data, the maximum severity of any crash is recorded. For instance, if
any crash data in the buffer in figure 3.3, generated a severity level of 4, a value of 4 would be
given to the severity column. There are two fatalities and 29 injuries in that location, but the
maximum severity for any crash at this location is always 0. These kinds of inconsistencies make
it difficult for analysts to conduct any kind of severity analysis with definitive conclusions.
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Figure 3. 3: Map showing Highest Observed Crashes Roadway Segments in R2U Roadway Class

3. 8

Sample Severity Analysis Using Mean RIDIT for Five Injury Categories
A sample RIDIT severity analysis was carried out for the R2U and U5T roadway classes

for three years of data from 2016-2018.. Due to the data inconsistencies observed in a high
number of buffers, segments with inconsistent data were removed from the analysis.
Out of the Top 200 SPF-based ranked long segments, R2U had 137 buffers that had
inconsistent data, and U5T had 145 inconsistent buffers. On removing these inconsistent buffers,
the fatal crashes were also removed as none of these fatal crashes were coded with a severity
level of 4. This might have a biased effect in the analysis, but it does account for
inconsistencies.
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The long segments were selected as the reference group, and the short segments as the
comparison group. The RIDIT scores were calculated for the reference group, then distributed to
the short segments (i.e. the comparison group). This way a mean “RIDIT” for the comparison
group was obtained. After scoring each injury type and severity based on their RIDIT score, the
following table 3.6 summarizes the RIDIT scores for each category for R2U.
Table 3. 6: R2U Long Segments (Five Categories with Error Segments Removed)

Injury Type

RIDIT Score

Number of Cases

KABCO_K

1

0

KABCO

0.99479

5

KABCO_B

0.978125

11

KABCO_C

0.94583

20

KABCO_O

0.4625

444

Out of 316 top ranked R2U driveway buffers, only 163 were used, while the other 153 buffers
contained crashes with error codes in them. Similar to the long segments, no fatal crashes were
used in this analysis. Table 3.7 summarizes the number of cases for R2U short segments.
Table 3. 7: R2U Short Segments (Five Categories with Error Segments Removed)

Injury Type

Number of Cases

KABCO_K

0

KABCO_A

4

KABCO_B

16

KABCO_C

16

KABCO_O

336
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Mean RIDIT: 0.504828
The calculated mean “RIDIT” for the comparison group (short roadway segments)
was 0.504828. The results of the RIDIT Analysis estimate that the probability that a high ranked
short roadway segments in the R2U roadway class has as many severely injured or more severely
injured crashes than the long roadway segments is 0.504828. The mean RIDIT of the reference
group is 0.5. This difference is likely due to chance, and a two-sided significance test can be
done to conclude this hypothesis.
The “RIDIT” analysis estimates that both the short segments and long segments are
equally severe in terms of injury levels. Further tests, such as an odds ratio or a pairwise t-test,
can be used to conclude the differences in means and therefore the difference in severity.
Although use of five categories severity would help us better understand the severity levels, due
to limited data, three categories of injury levels fatal, injury and PDO were chosen.

3.9

Methodology; A Modified RIDIT Approach to Severity Analysis
Mean RIDIT is a good approach if one is comparing the population to a sample

population. For our analysis, instead of using the whole population of crash data, we are using a
sample based on the roadway segment rankings. This interrelation between different sample
groups introduces variances within the sample. Modified RIDIT accounts for the variability
within the sample. The Modified RIDIT procedure is explained in the succeeding paragraphs
(Uwawunkonye et al., 2013)
Let the observation of the reference group (long roadway segments) be represented by Y
and the observation of the comparison group ( short roadway segments) be represented by X.
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𝐷!" = {+1 if 𝑌! >𝑋! , 0 if 𝑌! =𝑋! , -1 if 𝑌! < 𝑋! }
For i= 1,........,n; j = 1,......, m. n be the size of the “Y” (reference group) sample and m be the
size of the “X” (comparison group) sample.
Then the test statistic is defined by the following:
W=

!
!!!

!
!!!

𝐷!"

Then
𝜋

!

= 𝑃[𝑌 > 𝑋]

𝜋

!

= 𝑃[𝑌 = 𝑋]

𝜋

!

= 𝑃[𝑌 < 𝑋]

This 𝜋 denotes the probability that any randomly chosen sample segment from the long
segment is more severe, as equally severe, or less severe respectively than a randomly chosen
segment from the short segment.
( as per Bross’s mean estimate 𝜋
E [W] = mn(𝜋

!

−𝜋

!

So that W/mn estimates 𝜋

!

+ 0.5𝜋

!

)

)
!

−𝜋

!

.

With some minor calculations, the probabilities can be easily deduced for individual severity.
Table 3. 8: Example Layout for RIDIT Analysis

Ordered Categories.

𝐶!

𝐶!

…….

𝐶!

Total

Group Long Segments (reference = Y)

𝑎!

𝑎!

…...

𝑎!

n

Group Short Segments (comparison =

𝑏!

𝑏!

…….

𝑏!

m

𝑞!

𝑞!

…….

𝑞!

N = m+n

X)
Total
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Thus, the k categories are denoted 𝐶! ……., 𝐶! ranging from PDO’s to fatality. The
observed frequencies of the reference group are 𝑎! and of the X group are 𝑏! and the totals for
each category are 𝑞! .
The mean RIDIT for the reference group is always 0.5 by definition. The RIDIT score for each
𝐶! is calculated based on the following equation.
As W is the test statistic for RIDIT analysis,
Variance (W) =

!∗!(!!!)
!

[1 −

!
!!!

(!!! !!! )

! ! !!

]

According to Conover (1972) and Hajek Theorem (1969), W follows a normal
distribution for large sample sizes of m and n.

Bross explains that although the normal

approximation depends heavily on the sample size and also the total observations, for sample
sizes usually with severity indices, the approximation is acceptable (Flora,1974).
Table 3. 9: Modified RIDIT Table for Severity Analysis

Ordered

PDO

Injury

Fatal

Total

Categories:
Group

Long Sum of PDO Sum of Injury Sum of Fatal Total of PDO,Injury

Segments

crashes

Crashes

crashes

and Fatal (n)

(Reference = Y)
Group
Short Sum of PDO in Sum of Injury Sum of Fatal

Total of PDO, Injury

Segments

and Fatal in short

short segments

(comparison = X)
Total

in

Short

Segments

segments (m)

Sum of PDO in Sum of Injury Sum of Fatal N = m+n
both groups

crahses
both groups
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in crashes

in

both groups

3.10

Procedure
To be able to run the modified RIDIT for multiple groups between facility types and

within the different roadway classes, a spreadsheet was created in Microsoft Excel specifically
for three category RIDIT calculations. The spreadsheet allows one to enter the total number of
each injury category per group. Then the respective probabilities are calculated based on
modified RIDITs as explained in section 3.8 and 3.10. The layout of the spreadsheet is presented
in table 3.8.
As described in section 3.10, Π+, Π0 and Π− denote the probability that a member of
the reference group is worse off, as well off, or better off, respectively than a member of the
comparison group. Bross’s mean RIDIT estimates can also be computed through this modified
RIDIT version, which yields the same result as the RIDIT analysis (Flora, 1974). The
spreadsheet calculations have been verified through running multiple hand calculations, and
examples based on Uwawunkonye, 2013.It was made certain that both the results from
spreadsheet and hand calculations from the examples matched before running any analysis. The
next chapter discusses the analysis process and results of the analysis.
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Table 3. 10: Modified RIDIT Calculation Spreadsheet

Ordered Categories.

PDO

Group Long Segments 0

Injury

Fatal

Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(reference = Y)
Group Short Segments 0
(reference = X)
Total

0

W

0

(Π+) − (Π−)
Π0 (P[Y=X])

Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π− (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT

Z- Statistic (Test for equal severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Significance (Alpha/2) Z value
Chi Square Statistic
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1.96

Due to the data inconsistency and loss of a huge proportion of crash data, the use of three
categories; injuries, fatal, injury or PDO, rather than 5 categories were deemed to produce better
and unbiased estimations.

For the first part of the procedure, the top-ranked long segments and the top-ranked short
segments were chosen as the two groups to perform modified RIDITs. This analysis would help
us understand the crash severity level between different network screening methods.
The total sum of fatal, injury and PDO crashes were obtained for the three years of data for each
segment. Three probabilities of severity were calculated based on the explanation provided in
section 3.9. The probability values are tested for statistical significance (of 95%) using the
calculated confidence intervals and the chi-squared test statistic. Another comparison was done
with segments, which had observed at least one fatal or injury crash. They were extracted by
sorting the segment data and the comparison was completed for these “segments with at least one
fatal/injury crash” from a severity standpoint.

Another objective was to determine the most severe roadway facility types in the state by
comparing different roadway classes with each other. The same procedure as discussed above
was done to obtain injury category proportions for all the long midblock segments in the state.
Then the different rural facility types are compared with each other to determine the potentially
severe rural facility type in the state. Similarly, urban facility types are compared with each other
to obtain the potentially severe urban facility in the state. Then, at last, these two potentially
severe rural and urban facility types are compared to determine the most severe facility type in
the state. Chapter four discusses the results of the following different comparative approaches.
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•

Comparison of high-ranked segments obtained from different segmentation methods
(Long roadway vs. Short roadway) to determine the most severe segment within the same
roadway class.

•

Comparison of high-ranked segments with at least one injury or fatal case observed in the
segment (identified as “Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash”), between network
screening methods, and within the same roadway class.

•

Comparison of “Rural” roadways to determine the most severe rural roadway class for
midblock crashes in South Carolina.

•

Comparison of “Urban” roadways to determine the most severe urban roadway class for
midblock crashes in South Carolina.

•

Comparison of the most severe urban and rural roadway class in South Carolina to
determine the most severe roadway class in the state.
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYIS AND RESULTS

4.1

Chapter Overview
This chapter discusses each analysis undertaken based on the procedures discussed in

Chapter 3. A discussion of the results of each analysis is also presented. The first analysis
focused on comparing the top-ranked segments between the long segments and short segments as
described in chapter three. Similarly, the segments with at least one fatal/injury crash were also
compared with each other. The second analysis is the comparison of severity of crashes for
different facility types for both rural and urban roads in an attempt to determine which facility
type in the state has the highest level of severity.

4.2

Comparison of Rural 2 Lane Undivided (R2U) Roads- Long Roadway Segments vs. The
Short Roadway Segment
The long roadway segments (intersection to intersection) and the short roadway segments

(100’) for all rural two-lane roads are obtained using the methodology described in chapter three.
The long roadway segments highest-ranked buffers were calculated based on excess number of
observed crashes over the modeled predicted crashes as described in the HSM. The short
segments with two or more crashes were also filtered in the GIS. The three years of crash data
were overlaid on each of these segments respectively. After using the “spatial join” analysis tool
in ArcGIS, the maximum severity, sum of total fatalities, sum of injuries, and sum of PDO’s
were recorded for each segment. Then the table was exported to Microsoft Excel for further
analysis.
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The total sum for each injury category was obtained. The long roadway segments are
chosen as the comparison group. One of the reasons for this selection is that the long roadway
segment is a recommended segmentation method by the HSM for safety analysis and acts as a
standard screening process. The short segmentation process is an experimental network
screening method developed by Clemson's research team. We want to compare the severity of
hotspots between the long roadway and the short roadway segments, thus the control group is set
as the long segments and the experiment group (i.e., the short roadway segments) is set as the
comparison group. The graph in Figure 4.1 represents the percent distribution of fatal, injury, and
PDO crashes in high-ranked midblock rural 2 two-lane undivided roadways for three years of
crash data. This information is used to determine the RIDIT score for each category based on the
reference group, and the RIDIT score for each category is distributed to the comparison group to
determine the probability of severity. After applying the data in the spreadsheet shown in chapter
three with the above distribution, the following results were obtained.

The result of the RIDIT analysis for the R2U comparison between high ranked long and
short segments is shown in Table 4.2. The first value in the table 4.2 “Π0,” denotes the
probability of a random site from the reference group having the same probability of severe
crashes, as a random site from the comparison group. The following null hypothesis was
established to check the statistical significance for the difference in Π+ and Π−.
H0: Π+ = Π𝑯𝒂 =Π+ ≠ Π

(4.1)

We can see from these results that the difference is 0.243 – 0.214 = 0.029.

The

probability values suggest that a randomly chosen high ranked long roadway segment is likely to
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be slightly more severe than a randomly chosen high ranked short roadway segment. The
calculated Z statistic of the confidence interval (CI) helps us conclude if this difference is
statistically significant. A test for equal probability using Z- scores from the Table 4.1can be
used. If we are performing a two-tailed test, having “0” between the CI values fails to reject the
stated hypothesis, and conclude that the difference is likely due to random chance.

The calculated upper CI is 0.068, and the lower CI is -0.011. In this analysis, we fail to
reject the null and conclude that the difference in probabilities of one group being more severe
than the other group is not statistically significant. The value of Π0 has the highest probability
among all calculated ones. This high value is the effect of the high number of PDO crashes that
were observed in each of these segment groups. This result says that if a crash occurs, it is most
likely to be a PDO crash, and the probability associated with it is 0.543, which is significantly
high compared to other probabilities. The significance of these probabilities can also be tested
using a chi-squared distribution for a large sample size (Flora.1974). Further analysis for this
result using the Chi-Square statistic is unnecessary for this analysis, as we could not reject the
first hypothesis, so the significance of each probability value does not help us conclude anything.
But if we were to carry out a chi-square test, the p-value from the above chi-square statistic is
0.3125, and the result is not significant at a 95% significance level.
Table 4. 1: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked R2U segments.

PDO

Injury

Fatal Total

Long
Roadway 1221
Segments

625

36

1882

Short Roadway 532
Segments

247

9

788
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Figure 4. 1: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes in high ranked R2U segments

Table 4. 2 : Results for R2U high ranked long segment vs. short segment
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z

0.542321189
0.243115381
0.21456343
0.485724025
1.410894233
0.068216032
-0.011112131

This result could also have been inferred by the graph in Figure 4.1. The ratios of each
injury category for both compared groups are almost identical to the RIDIT estimates of the
probability based on the distribution of each category. If the distribution of each injury category
is the same, the probability of severity will also be the same. This analysis shows us that the
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difference in severity between the high-ranked long roadway segments and short roadway
segments in R2U is not statistically significant and does not support our hypothesis nor can be
concluded with any results.

Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash for High-Ranked R2U
Since several segments have observed PDO crashes only, it might be useful to compare
only the segments, which have observed at least one fatal, or injury crash to analyze if it is a
recurring event. Further analysis could be beneficial to compare the severity of segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash in R2U.

For this analysis, the segments, which had no fatal, or injury crashes were filtered and
only the segments with at least one fatal or injury (FAT > 0 or INJ > 0) were obtained. Modified
RIDIT analysis was carried out using the proportion of injury crashes in these segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash. This analysis ensures that the effect of segments with property
damage only is reduced and would help us determine the most severe segments among the highranked R2U class. The number of injury and fatal crashes remain the same, but the number of
PDO crashes decreases for this analysis. The distribution of injury categories for these segments
is presented in table 4.3
Table 4. 3: Distribution of Injury crashes category for At least one-fatal/injury high ranked segments in R2U

Long Segments
Short Segments
Total

PDO
1125
230

Injury
625
247

Fatal
36
9

266

872

1134

Total
1786
486
2272

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4.4. The probability value of Π − is 0.34
and of Π+ is 0.185 suggests that short roadway segments are more likely to observe severe
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crashes than the long roadway segments in R2U. The first test is to look at the confidence
interval of Z to test for the significance of this difference. Using the hypothesis in equation (4.1),
we can reject the null hypothesis, and conclude that the difference in these probability values is
statistically significant and is not equal to 0.

The mean RIDIT value of 0.576 also gives us the idea that a randomly chosen short
roadway segment (comparison group) is likely to be more severe than a randomly chosen long
roadway segment. This probability value is significantly larger than the mean RIDIT for
reference group (i.e., 0.5 supporting the conclusion). The estimate of Π 0 is 0.4763. This value
says that if a crash occurs in these segments, there is 47.6 percent chance that it is likely to be of
the same severity. The value of π0 is the highest among the three probabilities because of the
high incidence of PDO crashes. It denotes that if a crash is to be observed in either of these topranked segments, it is most likely to be equally severe, which would be a PDO crash. For our
analysis, we neglect this probability and only compare the difference between Π + and Π −.

Table 4. 4: RIDIT Results for At least one-fatal/injury high ranked segments in R2U

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

-0.152884345
0.476325928
0.185394864
0.338279209
0.576442173
-6.050981366
-0.103362904
-0.202405786
36.6143755

Our analysis concludes that the high-ranked short roadway segments that have
injuries/fatalities in R2U are more severity than the long roadway segments. If an injury-related
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crash is observed in a small segment along a rural two lane highway, it is most likely that crashes
with similar severity might be observed again in a segment with similar attributes. The
occurrence of more severe crashes in a short segment is not due to chance, and it could be
beneficial to look at these short segments with high fatal or injury crashes to determine the causal
factors for these injury-related crashes where clusters of crashes are observed. These locations in
R2U short segments, which are not necessarily driveways, may include at least one fatal/injury
horizontal curves, small road widths/shoulder widths or abrupt speed limit changes. The R2U
facility type is prone to head-on collisions. An NCHRP study found that almost 85 % of head-on
collisions on rural roads are fatal or injury crashes (NHCRP, 2010). It is important to identify
areas that are over represented in terms of severe crashes to suggest mitigation measures reduce
the injury-related crashes.

4.3

Comparison of Rural 4 Lane divided (R4D) Roads- Long Roadway Segments vs. Short
Roadway Segments
A similar analysis was carried out to compare the long roadway segments and the short

roadway segments for rural four lanes undivided roads using the same procedure described
above. The distribution for injury categories is shown in table 4.5. The percent distribution in
figure 4.2 gives us a general idea on the proportion of injury category distribution among the
comparison groups.
Table 4. 5: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked R4D segments.

Type

PDO

Injury

Fatal

Total

Long
Roadway 1681
Segments

633

29

2343

Short
Roadway 205
Segments

96

2

303
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Figure 4. 2: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes in high ranked R4D segment

Table 4. 6: Results for R4D high ranked long segment vs. short segment
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT

-0.038750354
0.571086686
0.19508148
0.233831834
0.519375177

Z- Statistic (Test for
equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

-1.399384924
0.015523986
-0.093024694
1.958278165

The result for R4D (from table 4.6) can be related to the results for R2U due to similarity
in probability estimates. Looking at the CI values, we fail to reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that the difference in Π+ and Π- is not statistically significant and is likely due to
chance. These results can be biased based on the high proportion of PDO crashes observed in
both segments. Notice that, similarly to R2U, the Π 0 value has the highest value followed by Π+
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and Π -. This means that it is most likely that a segment observes equally severe crashes and there
is insignificant difference that the long roadway segments are slightly worse off in terms of
severity than the short roadway segments. The difference is likely due to chance; the p-value
from the test statistic 0.1618 which is higher than 0.05.

Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash only
Similarly, to reduce the effect of segments with PDO crashes only, analyzing
segments that have observed at least one fatal or injury crashes only, might be useful to analyze
the severity associated with segments with at least one fatal/injury crash in both of the topranked categories. The distribution of injury categories for at least one fatal/injury R4D segments
is summarized in table 4.7.

Table 4. 7: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked at least one fatal/injury R4D segments
Long Segments
Short Segments
Total

PDO
1596
126

Injury
633
96

Fatal
29
2

1722

729

31

Total
2258
224
2482

Table 4.8 shows the result of these high ranked at least one fatal/injury R4D segments.
Due to the high number of PDO’s, the value of Π0 is the highest among all the three calculated
probability value. A closer look at the Π + and Π - value helps us draw some useful conclusions
about the severity of these segments. The p-value for Π- (short roadway segments being worse
off) is 0.312 higher than the p-value for Π+ of 0.170 (long roadway segments being worse off).
The CI for the Z statistic concludes that we can reject the null hypothesis from equation 4.1 and
conclude that this difference is statistically significant.
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The chi-square statistic of 19.04 yields a p-value of 0.000013, which is less than the
significance of 0.05. The difference in this probability is also supported by the mean RIDIT
value of 0.57, which states that the comparison group is worse off than the reference group.
Therefore, all the results for the RIDIT comparison conclude that the severity of a randomly
chosen short roadway segment in R4D is likely to observe more severe crashes than a randomly
chosen long roadway segment 95 % of the time. The result of the Z statistic also yields the same
p-value using a 0.05 significance level for a two-tailed test.
Table 4. 8: Results of At least one fatal/injury R4D high ranked segments
-0.141318961
0.51784528
0.170417879
0.31173684
0.570659481

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for
Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

equal

-4.364467613
-0.077855284
-0.204782638
19.04857754

The results of this analysis have similar findings to the R2U At least one fatal/injury
Segment Analysis. The results support the hypothesis that severe crashes in rural roads usually
occur in concentrated locations and may be due, in part, to a specific characteristic of the
location. The short roadway segments where at least one fatal or injury crash has been observed
are more likely to observe more injury-related crashes in that same short roadway segment
compared to a long roadway segment.
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4.4

Comparison of an Urban 5 Lane with a TWLTL (U5T) Roads- Long Roadway Segments
vs. Short Roadway Segment
Using the same procedure proportions of crashes for each top-ranked segment in urban

five lane roads with a two-way left turn lane is obtained. The proportion of injury crashes is
recorded (as presented in table 4.9 and percent distribution of injury crashes presented in figure
4.3) into the spreadsheet and the results were analyzed.
Table 4. 9: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked U5T segments
Long
Segments
Short
Segments
Total

PDO
4183

Injury
1226

Fatal
25

Total
5434

3275

810

4

4089

7458

2036

29

9523

Figure 4. 3: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes in high ranked U5T segments

The result for U5T was different than the result of rural roadways presented in table 4.10.
One common result among rural and urban roads is again the p-value for Π0. This estimate tells
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us that it is highly likely that a PDO will be observed 66 percent of the time for both of the
category groups. Contradictory to rural roads analysis, the p-value for Π+ is relatively higher
than the p-value for Π- which states that the severity of a long roadway segment is slightly worse
than a short roadway segment in the U5T category. The chi-square statistic and the Z value both
satisfy the significance of the results, as the obtained p-value is 0.000192, which is less than 0.05
concluding that this difference is not likely due to chance.

Table 4. 10: Results for U5T high ranked segments

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

0.031837125
0.661239078
0.185299023
0.153461899
0.484081438
3.730049807
0.048566329
0.015107921
13.91327157

Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash for U5T
Further analyzing the segments with at least one fatal/injury crash helps us expand our
understanding of the severity of U5T roadway segments and draw a better conclusion for
segments prone to severe injuries. If the results in the above section are true even for segments
with at least one fatal/injury crash, the difference in the Π+ and Π− will be more than what we
saw for non-segments with at least one fatal/injury crash and depends on the proportion of
injury-related crashes for at least one fatal/injury U5T roadway segments. The distribution is
tabulated in table 4.11.
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Table 4. 11: Distribution of injury crashes for high-ranked at least one fatal/injury U5T segments
Ordered Categories.
Group Long Segments
Group Short Segments

PDO
4176
2708

Injury
1226
810

Fatal
25
4

Total

6884

2036

29

Total
5427
3522
8949

Table 4. 12: Results for U5T at least one fatal/injury high-ranked segments
0.000198285
0.643603444
0.178297421
0.178099136
0.499900857

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test
equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-square Statistic

for

0.021738978
0.018075793
0.017679223
0.000472583

The results in table 4.12 are only for the U5T’s segments with at least one fatal/injury
crash. The results show that the severity of a long roadway segment and short roadway segment
is almost identical. The results do not even require any statistical testing, as the value of Π + is
the same as the value for Π -. There is almost no difference in these probability values, which
gives us the idea that these segments could be from the same population group. The at least one
fatal/injury long and short roadway segments in the U5T facility type are prone to equal severity.
The chi-square statistic yields a p-value of 0.984, which is extremely high. This denotes that only
there is only a 1.6% chance that we are likely to see any difference in severity. The mean value is
0.4999, almost equal to 0.5 (i.e., for the reference group) also stating that the probability that a
short roadway segment is more severe than a long roadway segment is very low and not
significant. These segments are equally severe.
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The results of equal probability values for U5T might be the consequence of analyzing
the same crash population and similar segments. For instance, the high-ranked at least one
fatal/injury U5T long roadway segments could contain some or many U5T at least one
fatal/injury high-ranked short roadway segments. This analysis would be like the severity of the
same roads. Comparing roads with the same attributes and the same crashes yield a mean RIDIT
value closer to 0.5. Therefore, the results suggest that there is a high probability that a highranked at least one fatal/injury long roadway segment could contain numerous high-ranked at
least one fatal/injury short roadway segments within it.

4.5

Comparison of Urban 4 Lane divided (U4D) Roads - Long Roadway Segments vs. Short
Roadway Segment
U4D’s high-ranked long roadway segments were also compared with the high-ranked

short roadway segments. Using the proportion distribution of injury crashes; respective
probabilities for severity were obtained as shown in table 4.13
Table 4. 13: Distribution of injury crashes for high-ranked U4D segments

Long Segments
Short Segments
Total

PDO
3683
778

Injury
1218
202

Fatal
35
2

4461

1420

37

Total
4936
982
5918
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U4D Long Segments Vs Short Segments
Percent Distribution of Severity
90
80
70
Long
Segment
s
Short
Segment
s

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Fatal

Injury

PDO

Figure 4. 4: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes in high ranked U4D segments

The results of the analysis is obtained from table 4.14 .Similar to all of the results
obtained from previous analyses, the value of Π0 is the highest among the three calculated
probabilities due to the effect of the exceptional number of PDO crashes in both comparison
groups. Looking at individual probabilities, the p-value for Π + is 0.203, which is relatively larger
than Π - of 0.155. From the confidence interval, we can reject the null hypothesis and conclude
that the differences in these probability values are not due to chance. For U4D roadway
segments, long roadway segments are subject to more severity crashes than the short roadway
segments. The obtained p-value from the test statistic is 0.00179, which is less than the chosen
significance of 0.05.
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Table 4. 14: Results for U4D high ranked segments
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for
equal Severity)
Upper CI For Z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

0.047065988
0.641919214
0.202573387
0.155507399
0.476467006
3.123371744
0.076601165
0.017530811
9.755451054

U4D’s At least one fatal/injury only
A similar step was taken to further analyze only the segments with at least one
fatal/injury crash concerning injury crashes for the U4D facility type. These results were
consistent with U5T segments with at least one fatal/injury crash analysis. The distribution of
injury categories is summarized in table 4.15.
Table 4. 15: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked U4D at last one fatal injury segments
Long Segments
Short Segments
Total

PDO
3627
573

Injury
1218
202

Fatal
35
2

4200

1420

37

Total
4880
777
5657

These results in table 4.16 strongly support that the severity is likely to be equal and any
difference in severity is likely due to chance. The results fail to reject the null hypothesis and
conclude there is no significant difference between Π + and Π - (Notice that these values have the
same magnitude just like in U5T). The chi-square statistic gives a p-value that is not significant
to the chosen significance level. The probability suggests that the sample is drawn from the same
population or in other words, the long roadway segments that are categorized as segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash may contain numerous high ranked at least one fatal/injury U4D short
roadway segments.
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Table 4. 16: Results for U4D high ranked segments with at least one fatal/injury
(Π+) - (Π-)

-0.004563844

Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

0.613007416
0.19121437
0.195778214
0.502281922
-0.269880687
0.028580928
-0.037708615
0.072835585

4.6

Comparison of Urban 3 Lane with TWLTL (U3T) Roads - Long Roadway Segments vs.
Short Roadway Segment
The crash proportion for injury-related crashes was obtained for U3T long roadway and

short roadway segments. RIDIT analysis was carried out for U3T for these top-ranked segments
to determine the severity associated with these segments. The distribution of injury categories is
summarized in table 4.17.
Table 4. 17: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked U3T segments
Long Segments
Short Segments
Total

PDO

Injury

Fatal

1894
454
2348

457
119
576

6
1
7
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Total
2357
574
2931

Figure 4. 5: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes in high ranked U4D segments

The results shown in table 4.18 that the two compared groups are equally severe. The
difference in the probabilities (short segment is more severe) for severity is very low and is not
statistically significant, deduced from the CI values. The mean RIDIT 0.5062 also suggests that
the probability of observing a severe crash is almost equal for both of the segments compared.
The Chi-square statistic is not significant to the significance level of 0.05 and the results do not
support our hypothesis about long and short roadway segments.

Table 4. 18: Results of injury crashes for high ranked U3T segments
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

-0.012433126
0.675772663
0.155897105
0.168330231
0.506216563
-0.668866393
0.02400005
-0.048866302
0.447382252
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U3T’s Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash
To better understand the severity of the results in all high ranked segment analysis,
dangerous segments for U3T were compared. The results showed (as in Table 4.20 and table
4.19) that the short segments now are likely to be significantly more severe than long segments
in U3T facility type. The difference in probabilities of severity gets bigger in magnitude to 0.098. The CI levels shows that the results are statistically significant. The mean RIDIT value
also increases denoting that the short segments are likely to be more severe.
Table 4. 19: At least one fatal/injury high ranked U3T segment

1550
300
2269

U3T long segments
U3T short segments
Total

457
119
804

6
1
11

Table 4. 20: Results for At least one fatal/injury high ranked U3T segment
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test
Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

-0.055405341
0.614327112
0.165133773
0.220539115
0.549376995
for

equal

-2.418050578
-0.010495417
-0.100315266
5.846968599
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4.7

Comparison of Urban 2 lane undivided (U2U) Roads - Long Roadway Segments vs. The
Short Roadway Segment
The injury categories for U2U top-ranked segments were obtained from GIS. The

distribution is summarized in table 4.21. RIDIT analysis was used to compare the severity
between these segments.
Table 4. 21: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked U2U segments
Long Segments
Short Segments
Total

PDO

Injury

Fatal

5314
1367
6681

1518
347
1865

31
5
36

Total
6863
1719
8582

Figure 4. 6: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes in high ranked U4D segments

Looking at the RIDIT analysis results in table 4.22 for high-ranked segments for U2U,
the probability values suggest that the long roadway segments are slightly worse in a severity
standpoint when compared to the short roadway segments. This difference in probability is not
statistically significant as deduced from the CI values for Z. The mean RIDIT of 0.489 is close
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to the mean RIDIT for the reference group, which is 0.5. The chi-square statistic value suggests
that this difference in severity is likely due to chance as it is not significant to the chosen
significance level of 0.05.
Table 4. 22: Results of injury crashes for high ranked U2U segments
0.021201277
0.660406101
0.180397588
0.159196311
0.489399362
1.891733628
0.043167637
-0.000765084
3.578656121

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

U2U At least one fatal/injury High Ranked Segments
U2U’s segments with at least one fatal/injury crash are presented in table 4.23 and the
results in table 4.24. From the results, it is evident that the long segments are likely to be even
more severe than the short segments as compared to results in table 4.22 table. The differences
are now statistically significant and the mean RIDIT of 0.44 is also less as compared to the
results in table 4.22 indicating that the short segments are likely to be less severe. The chi-square
statistic shows that the result is statistically significant as well.

Table 4. 23: Distribution of injury crashes for high ranked at least one fatal/injury U2U segments
U2U Long
fatal/injury
U2U Short
fatal/injury
Total

segments

At

least

one

segments

At

least

one

2032

1518

31

3581

719
2751

347
1865

5
36

1071
4652
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Table 4. 24: Results of injury crashes for high ranked at least one fatal/injury U2U segments
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

4.8

0.104721699
0.518325658
0.29319802
0.188476321
0.447639151
6.100060671
0.138369648
0.07107375
37.21074019

Determining the Most Severe Rural Roadways
The next objective of this research was to compare the severities between different

facility types within the same land use context. All the different rural facility types (for SC only
R2U and R4D) are taken into consideration for this analysis. Three years of crashes are overlaid
on all the midblock segments for each facility type and the sum of each injury class is obtained.
The intersection-to-intersection midblock long roadway segments for R2U and R4D roadway
classes are used and the total proportion of injury types for each facility type is obtained. The
table 4.25 presents this distribution.
Table 4. 25: Distribution of injury crashes for R2U vs. R4D midblock segments
Reference =R2U
Comparison = R4D
Total

PDO
20990
4425

Injury
11519
1824

Fatal
682
93

25415

13343

775

64

Total
33191
6342
39533

Figure 4. 7: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes for all R2U vs. R4D segments.

The first step was to analyze the severity of all the rural midblock roadway segments in
the state. The roadway segments that did not observe any crashes do not affect the results of
RIDIT. RIDIT only looks at the proportion distribution or ratios of injury types rather than the
number of roadway segments or even the number of crashes at a site.
71% of roads are two lane roads in the country (USDOT,2008). This is the reason a lot of crashes
are observed in rural two lane roads as the table shows. Out of the 39533 rural midblock crashes
observed in South Carolina, 13343 injury and 775 fatal crashes were observed. Note that these
numbers are not the total number of people involved in injury or fatality crashes but are the
number of crashes that had at least one fatal or injury case.
The results in table 4.26 help us draw some useful conclusions based on our objectives. Similar
to our other analyses, the first thing we look at is the difference between Π + and Π -. The
estimated percent difference is about 6.6%, which states that R2U observes severe crashes more
often than R4D roadway segments. The mean RIDIT value of 0.466 also draws the same
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conclusion that R4D (comparison group) is less severe than R2U (reference group). From the
confidence interval, we can reject the null hypothesis based on equation 4.1 and state that the
difference in probability severity is statistically significant. The Π 0 value suggests there is a 54%
chance that the crash will have no severity or will be a PDO crash, 26.2% chance that R2U will
have a more severe crash than R4D, and only 16% chance that R4D will be more severe. The
chi-square statistic yields a p-value of X and helps us conclude that the R2U roadway segments
observe more severe crashes than R4D roadway segments.
Table 4. 26: Results for R2U vs. R4D midblock segments
(Π+) - (Π-)

0.066149516

Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

0.541360008
0.262394754
0.196245238
0.466925242
10.02234208
0.079085919
0.053213114
100.4473407

Rural Roads Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash only
To expand our understanding of the severity of R2U roadway segments and also see if
R2U roadway segments are severe even in segments with at least one fatal/injury crash. The
second step was to look at all the roadway segments that were categorized as segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash with respect with severity (segments that had at least one fatal or
injury crash). These segments with PDO crashes only were filtered out and the distribution for
injury crashes was recorded for the segments with at least one fatal/injury crash. Notice that for
this analysis, we will have the same number of fatal and injury crashes, but the PDO crashes will
be less. This is because the segments with only PDO crashes and no injuries are thought to be
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less severe and would bias the estimation. The distribution of injury categories is summarized in
table 4.27.
Table 4. 27: Distribution of Injury crashes for R2U and R4D’s segments with at least one fatal/injury crash only
PDO

Injury

Fatal

Reference = R2U (At least one fatal/injury)

10053

11519

682

Comparison = R4D (At least one fatal/injury)
Total

3267

1824

93

13320

13343

775

Tota
l
2225
4
5184
2743
8

From the results in table 4.28, first look at the mean RIDIT value of 0.41 suggests that the
R2U segments with at least one fatal/injury crash are even more severe than the R4D segments
with at least one fatal/injury crash when compared to the previous analysis. Notice that there are
more injuries than PDO's in R2U roadway segments. This suggests that if any segments in R2U
are prone to injury, it is most likely that the majority of the crashes in this type of segment
experience some injury. One major difference between the previous analysis and the segments
with at least one fatal/injury crash analysis is the difference in Π + and Π - has increased. The
difference in Π + and Π - of 0.1799 states that the R2U is more severe than R4D in locations
where injury crashes were observed. The chi-square statistic helps us conclude that the results
are significant to a 95% confidence level.
Table 4. 28: Results for R2U vs. R4D segments with at least one fatal/injury crash
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z

0.17996632
0.467363207
0.356301556
0.176335236
0.41001684
23.024949
0.195285963
0.164646678

Chi-Square Statistic

530.1482763
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4.9

Determining the Most Severe Urban roadways
A similar analysis was done to determine the worst facility type for urban midblock

locations in the state. The initial attempt was to determine the most severe facility type between
U2U and U4D roadway segments. Similar steps compared to rural road analysis were taken to
obtain the proportion of injury categories and were used to calculate the probability of severity.

U5T vs. U3T
The first comparison was carried out between U5T and U3T roadway segments. These
two groups were chosen for comparison due to the homogenous nature of their geometric
features. To maintain consistency in comparing facility types with similar attributes, urban
facilities with two way left turn lanes were compared. The "T" denotes two way left turn lanes,
which are also referred to as "suicide lanes" due to the high number of crashes that are observed
in these turn lanes. There are more miles of U5T midblock roadway than the U3T midblock
roadway in the state, which accounts for the high number of observed crashes for each facility
type as recorded in Table 4.29, Therefore, U5T was chosen as the reference group.
Looking at the graph in figure 4.8 it can be inferred that the proportions can be used to take a
closer look at the severity. Due to similar attributes of the roadways, it was observed that the
proportion of injury to PDO crashes for both facility types were also similar. This would reflect
that there is a high chance that a randomly chosen roadway segment in either facility would be
prone to the same severity.
Table 4. 29: Distribution of Injury crashes for U5T and U3T segments.

Reference = U5T
Comparison U3T
Total

PDO
26100
4061

Injury
7469
1075

Fatal
131
16

30161

8544

147

68

Total
33700
5152
38852

Figure 4. 8: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes for all U5T vs. U3T segments

From table 4.30, the mean RIDIT of 0.49 also supports the fact that the severity of both
groups is identical. The difference in probability values is 0.013 and although statistically
significant due to a large number of crashes, the difference is much less. Both facility types are
prone to similar severity with U5T slightly more severe. The Chi-square value does yield a pvalue of 0.026 stating that the results are statistically significant.
Table 4. 30: Results of U5T vs. U3T midblock segments
0.013879666
0.656731914
0.178573876
0.16469421
0.493060167
2.225320905
0.026104486
0.001654847
4.952053131

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic
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Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash – U5T vs. U3T
Further analysis of segments with at least one fatal/injury crash between U5T and U3T
will help us determine the most severe roadway class for segments with at least one fatal/injury
crash. The proportion of injury categories is obtained and tabulated in table 4.31.
Table 4. 31: Distribution of injury categories for U5T vs. U3T segments with at least one fatal/injury crash
Reference = U5T at least one
fatal/injury
Comparison = U3T at least
one fatal/injury
Total

PDO
21942

Injury
7469

Fatal
131

Total
29542

2550

1075

16

3641

24492

8544

147

33183

This comparison result from table 4.32, gives us a different understanding of the at least
one fatal/injury roadways between U5T and U3T compared to the result for all roadway
segments. This result yields a mean RIDIT value of 0.52 and the value of Π- is bigger than Π+,
which means that the U3T segments with at least one fatal/injury crash are more severe than U5T
segments with at least one fatal/injury crash. This difference is opposite and a little more in
magnitude than the result obtained when comparing all the roadway segments. A great
proportion of PDO crashes were filtered out from U3T roadway segments when filtering out the
non-segments with at least one fatal/injury crash. This completely changed the analysis results
and supports the fact that the U3T segments with at least one fatal/injury crash are more severe.
The CI values allow us to reject the null hypothesis and state that the difference in probability is
statistically different and the chi-square value yields a p-value of 0.00001 that is significant to
0.05.
The results from the last two analyses conclude that U5T roadway segments are more
severe when all the roadway segments are compared which means that a considerable proportion
of U3T roadway segments observed PDO crashes only. But looking at U3T segments with at
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least one fatal/injury crash only, these are subject to more severity than at least one fatal/injury
U5T segments from the results above.
Table 4. 32: Results for U5T vs. U3T segments with at least one fatal/injury crash
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

-0.042183886
0.594848738
0.181483688
0.223667574
0.521091943
-5.458154649
-0.027035833
-0.05733194
29.79145217

Comparison of U2U vs. U4D
Similarly, the midblock segments of U2U and U4D roadway segments are compared
with each other based on the proportion of injury crashes observed within them. U2U has more
miles of midblock roadways within the state than U4D and observes more crashes than U4D
roadway segments overall. Therefore, U2U roadway segments are chosen as the reference and
the U4D roadway segments as the comparison group. The distribution of injury categories is
summarized in table 4.33.
From figure 4.9, the ratio or proportion of different injury categories is almost identical
for U2U and U4D, thus having very little difference between the severity probability values.
From table 4.34 it can be inferred both of the facility types likely to be equally severe but the
chance of U2U being slightly more severe is slightly higher than a U4D by 2.15%. Although the
CI values reject the null hypothesis and state that these differences are statistically different, this
estimation could be biased due to presence of high numbers of PDO segments in U2U l. The
results conclude that U2U roadway segments are slightly more severe than the U4D roadway
segments.
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Figure 4. 9: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes for all U2U vs. U4D segments

Table 4. 33: Distribution of injury categories for U2U vs. U4D midblock segments

Reference = U2U
Comparison= U4D
Total

PDO
28804
10029

Injury
9879
3068

Fatal
258
78

38833

12947

336

Table 4. 34: Results of U2U vs. U4D midblock segments
(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

0.021572208
0.622172612
0.199699798
0.17812759
0.489213896
4.90614085
0.03019029
0.012954125
24.07021804
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Total
38941
13175
52116

Comparing At least one fatal/injury U2U vs. U4D segments
To determine a significant result and eliminate the effect of segments with PDO crashes
only, the segments with at least one fatal/injury crash were taken into consideration. Table 4.35
summarizes the proportion of injury crashes between U2U and U4D.
This result in table 4.36 yields a lower probability for equal severity due to the decreased
proportion of PDO's and increases the difference in severity probability estimation (Π0) between
the two-facility types. The mean RIDIT is 0.44, which states that the U2U segments with at least
one fatal/injury crash are prone to more injury-related crashes than the U4D segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash. A high chi-square statistic states a p-value of 0.026 which meets the
chosen significance level. The difference in probabilities (Π− Π+) probabilities is statistically
significant and similar to all the segments' results; U2U has more severe segments with at least
one fatal/injury crash compared to U4D as well.

Table 4. 35: Distribution of injury categories for U2U vs. U4D segments with at least one fatal/injury crash

Ordered Categories.
Reference = U2U
Comparison = U4D
Total

PDO
16851
8825

Injury
9879
3068

Fatal
258
78

25676

12947

336

Total
26988
11971
38959

Table 4. 36: Results for U2U vs. U4D segments with at least one fatal/injury crash
0.112874557
0.554174376
0.27935009
0.166475534
0.443562722
21.63669338
0.123099508
0.102649606
468.1465004

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P[Y=X])
Π+ (P[Y>X])
Π- (P[Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic
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U2U VS U5T
From the last two sections, U2U and U5T midblock roadway segments were the most
severe urban roadway segments in the state. Similarly, to obtain the most severe facility type in
all of the urban roads, the most severe facility type from the last two analyses is taken into
consideration and the RIDIT is calculated for both all-segments and segments with at least one
fatal/injury crash only and the results are tabulated in table 4.37.

Table 4. 37: Distribution of injury categories for U2U vs. U5T midblock segments
Reference: U2U
Comparison: U5T
Total

PDO
28803
26100

Injury
9879
7469

Fatal
258
131

54903

17348

389

Total
38940
33700
72640

Figure 4. 10: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes for all U2U vs. U5T segments
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From table 4.38 in can be inferred that the severity of U2U roadway segments is slightly
more than the severity of U5T roadway segments. The mean RIDITs of 0.4823 also supports this
conclusion. The difference in probability is very small and suggests that U2U roadway segments
are only slightly more severe than the U5T roadway segments. The difference in p-values is
statistically significant and can be deduced from the CI values. Although statistically stating that
they have different probability, the effect is quite low and could be different if the analysis is
done for multiple years of crash data. To further analyze and come with a satisfactory
conclusion, the segments with at least one fatal/injury crash between U2U and U5T segments are
analyzed.

Table 4. 38: Results U2U vs. U5T midblock segments
0.035286542
0.629118486
0.203084028
0.167797486
0.482356729
11.03066535
0.041556483
0.029016601
121.6755781

(Π+) - (Π-)
Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

U2U vs. U5T Segments with at least one fatal/injury crash only
Analyzing segments with at least one fatal/injury crash between urban facility types
helps us draw some conclusions that can be used for further comparison with rural roads. The at
least one fatal/injury U2U roadway segments were compared with at least one fatal/injury U5T
roadway segments. The crash injury severity is tabulated in table 4.39.
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Table 4. 39: Distribution of injury categories for U2U vs. U5T segments with at least one fatal/injury crash
Reference U2U segments with at least
one fatal/injury crash
Comparison U5T segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash
Total

PDO
16851

Injury
9879

Fatal
258

Total
26988

21942

7469

131

29542

38793

17348

389

56530

From table 4.40, the difference in severity probability increases significantly from 0.03 to
0.12, compared to the results for all-segments analysis in table 4.37. The mean RIDIT score also
decreases stating similar to previous analysis; the at least one fatal/injury U2U roadway
segments are also more severe than the at least one fatal/injury U5T roadway segments. The CI
values reject the null hypothesis and conclude that this difference in severity is statistically
significant.

Table 4. 40: Results U2U vs. U5T at least one fatal/injury midblock segments

4.10

(Π+) - (Π-)

0.119144299

Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

0.556347797
0.281398251
0.162253952
0.44042785
30.4460008
0.126814365
0.111474234
926.958965

Determining the Most Severe Facility Class for Midblock Crashes in the State
The most severe roadway class from each land use context defined by the HSM is

obtained from the previous analyses. R2U had the highest severity probability for rural roads and
U2U had the worst segments with context to injury crashes in urban roads. The distribution of
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injury categories for all crashes was used to find the probability values more severe, equally
severe and less severe between R2U and U2U roadway segments. The distribution of injury
categories is for R2U and U2U is summarized in table 4.41.

Table 4. 41: Distribution of injury categories for R2U vs. U2U midblock segments

Reference: R2U
Comparison: U2U

PDO
20990
28803

Injury
11519
9879

Fatal
682
258

Total

49793

21398 940

Total
33191
38940
72131

Figure 4. 11: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes for all R2U vs. U2U segments

From Table 4.42, it is evident that U2U roadway segments observed more number of
crashes over the years compared to R2U. The crash rate may sometimes be a biased estimate for
at least one-fatal/injury roadways and overlooks the severity associated with these roadways. Our
analysis is not to look at the crash rate but to look at the severity of crashes in these roadways.
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The results show that the R2U roadway segments tend to observe more severe crashes compared
to U2U roadway segments. The value of Π + is higher than the value of Π -. The mean RIDIT is
0.44, which states that the comparison group is less severe than the reference group. The chisquare statistic yields a p-value of less than 0.00001 and concludes that the result obtained is
statistically significant. The CI values reject the null hypothesis for equation 4.1 and conclude
that the difference in probability of severe crashes between R2U and U2U is statistically
significant, R2U being more severe. This analysis concludes that for all midblock roadway
segments in the state, R2U roadway segments are prone to the most severe crashes.
Table 4. 42: Results R2U vs. U2U midblock segments
(Π+) - (Π-)

0.110189577

Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT

0.555954145
0.277117716
0.166928139
0.444905212

Z- Statistic (Test
Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-Square Statistic

for

equal

31.81175557
0.116978626
0.103400527
1011.987792

Further, for the segments with at least one fatal/injury crash, proportions of crashes for
segments with at least one fatal/injury crash between R2U and U2U were obtained and analyzed.
This reduces the number of PDO crashes or filters the segments with just PDO crashes and looks
at the segments with at least one fatal or injury. The distribution of crashes is presented in table
4.43. One interesting observation from figure 4.12 is that the proportion of injury crashes is more
than PDO crashes in R2U’s segments with at least one fatal/injury crash.
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Table 4. 43: Distribution of injury categories for R2U vs. U2U at least one fatal/injury midblock segment
Ordered Categories.
R2U segments with at least one
fatal/injury crash
U2U segments with at least one
fatal/injury crash
Total

PDO
10053

Injury
11519

Fatal
682

Total
22254

16851

9879

258

26988

26904

21398 940

49242

Figure 4. 12: Percent Distribution of Injury Crashes for all R2U vs. U2U segments with at least one fatal/injury
crash

The result of this analysis in table 4.44, further emphasizes the result obtained for the allsegments analysis. The mean RIDIT reduces to 0.4105 and the difference in probability increases
to 0.178. One important result is the significant increase in Π+ to 0.353. This value is the highest
recorded probability for any of the analyses carried out in this research. This high value and a
high difference in probabilities underline the severity of R2U roadway segments over all the
other roadways in the state and needs attention. It is highly likely that if a severe crash is to be
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observed in an R2U roadway segment, the majority of crashes in those segments are prone to
similar or worse injury and is the highest in the state.
Table 4. 44: Results for R2U vs. U2U at least one fatal/injury midblock segment
(Π+) - (Π-)

0.178919389

Π0 (P [Y=X])
Π+ (P [Y>X])
Π- (P [Y<X])
Mean RIDIT
Z- Statistic (Test for equal Severity)
Upper CI For z
Lower CI for Z
Chi-square Statistic

0.471827388
0.353546
0.174626612
0.410540306
39.39195722
0.187821764
0.170017013
1551.726294

4.11

Conclusion
The next chapter concludes the findings and provides a reasonable explanation for the

results obtained in this chapter. After analysis, it was found that different facility types had
different results between the long roadway segment vs. short roadway segment analysis. For the
rural roads, R2U facility type was the most severe facility type and U2U was the most severe in
rural roads. The nature of these roads with undivided lanes makes it prone to injury-related
crashes. Reasons for the results, conclusions, and recommendations are covered in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis conducted an overall comparative severity analysis for different facility types
in the state of South Carolina. The objective of this research was to understand the risk of severe
crashes in high-ranked roadway segments within the same facility types and explore the risk of
severity between long roadway segment network screenings (intersection to intersection) versus
the short roadway segment network screening methods (100’). This chapter discusses the results
obtained in chapter four. Through the results obtained in chapter four, conclusions on the two
hypotheses that were established in chapter one are provided.
The first hypothesis was “Due to the nature of severe crashes, high-ranked long
roadway segments of at least ¼ mile are likely to be more severe than 100’ high-ranked
short segments and could be a useful segmentation method to perform crash severity
analysis”. Table 5.1 summarizes the results obtained for each analysis and how it corresponded
to our hypothesis.
Table 5 1: Long Segments Vs. Short Segments results

Categories

Hypothesis

Significant?

Rural High-Ranked Long Roadway Segments versus
Short Roadway Segments
Rural High-Ranked Roadway Segments with at least
one fatal/injury (Long Roadway Segments versus
Short Roadway Segments)
Urban High-Ranked Roadway Segments Long
Roadway Segments versus Short Roadway Segments
Urban High-Ranked Roadway Segments with at
least one fatal/injury (Long Roadway Segments
versus Short Roadway Segments)

Inconclusive

No

Rejects

Yes

Supports

Yes
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Rejects (equally Yes
severe)

The second hypothesis that we tested was “Rural two lane roadway segments are
likely to be the most severe roadway class among all functional classes due to the nature of
the crashes and the features of the roadway.” Table 5.2 summarizes the conclusions drawn
based on the results.
Table 5 2: Facility types comparison results

Categories

Most severe

Hypothesis

Significant?

Rural Segments

R2U

Supports

Yes

Urban Segments

U2U

N/A

Yes

All roads

R2U

Supports

Yes

Segments with at least R2U

Supports

Yes

one fatal/injury crash

The objectives listed in chapter one were achieved at the end of this research. A brief
reiteration of the objectives and how they were approached is presented in the following
summary points:
ü Identify an appropriate statistical method - RIDIT analysis was identified as the
appropriate statistical model to compare the severity between groups
ü Obtain a better understanding of crash severity on different network screening methods Compared the severity of priority long roadway segments versus priority short roadway
segments for all facility types that were identified through network screening.
ü Understand the risk of severity between different roadway classes - Identified the most
severe roadway class in the state using RIDIT
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ü Determine the benefit of using the chosen analysis method – Benefits of RIDIT analysis
include transferability, ease of use, accounts for variances within sample, facilitates
comparative study, and is appropriate for ordinal data that does not follow a distribution.

Conclusion For Short Roadway Segments vs. Long Roadway Segments Results
The first half of chapter four covered comparative studies of severity between the two
selected network screening methods for different facility types in the state. There were consistent
results within the land use context. For instance, results for R2U and R4D high-ranked roadway
segments had inconclusive results, as they were not significant whereas for the segments with at
least one fatal/injury crash, the short roadway segments were likely to observe more severe
crashes. This conclusion drawn from the rural roads high-ranked roadway segments did not
support the hypothesis that the long roadway segments are more severe than the short roadway
segments. These results suggest that rural roads observe recurring severe crashes at discrete
locations. Further analysis by screening these potentially dangerous short roadway segments to
identify locations with high incidence of injury crashes could help reduce the number of fatal and
injury crashes on rural roads.

Similarly, comparative analysis of urban roads between different segmentation methods
also produced consistent results within the same set of analysis except for the U3T facility type.
U5T, U4D and U2U analyses showed that long roadway segments are likely to be more severe
than short roadway segments supporting our hypothesis. Driveway crashes are usually less
severe due to low speeds and types of collisions observed. Severe crashes are dispersed within
intersection-to-intersection roadway segments and the use of short roadway segment network
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screening might overlook the severity of intersection-to-intersection segments where severe
crashes are usually observed.

The results of segments with at least one fatal/injury crash for urban roads say otherwise
as it concludes that both roadway segment types are likely to be equally severe and the results
were statistically significant. These results state that urban roads long roadway segments have
similar severities as the short roadway segments and might be from the same population.
Meaning, most of the long intersection-to-intersection high-ranked roadway segments might
have some or many high-ranked short roadway segments within them. This could be due to the
high number of roadway segments with only PDO crashes that are observed either as clusters
near driveways on an urban road and due to these clusters (buffers) the long roadway segments
are ranked as having the highest potential for safety improvements. Further analysis could be
done to test this hypothesis by looking at what proportion of high-ranked short roadway
segments are within high-ranked long roadway segments. This analysis did not support our initial
hypothesis.

The results for facility type U3T were inconsistent with urban roads. One of the reasons
may be that U3T has fewer miles assessed and a lower number of crashes compared to other
facility types. The results say that for both the analysis of U3T’s high-ranked roadway segments
and potentially dangerous short roadway segments, the short roadway segments are likely to be
more severe than the long roadway segments. No conclusions could be made as it is assumed
that the results of U3T are an outlier in this research and produced statistically insignificant
results.
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Rural Roads and Urban Roads Comparison
When comparing all the R2U and R4D long roadway segments in the state, the results
showed that the R2U facility types are likely to be more severe than the R4D facility types. The
results are intuitive due to the nature of these facility types and the manner of crashes observed.
A high proportion of the midblock crashes on rural two lane roads are high-speed head on
collisions or run-off roads. These crashes result in a great deal of fatal and injury crashes. R4D is
divided usually by a median, which greatly reduces head-on collisions. Passing vehicles using
the opposing lane is eliminated. Rural 2-lane roads usually have less strict design criteria than
divided rural roads and thus may have less have narrower lane widths, less clear zone width, and
are prone to run-off road crashes that hit fixed objects like trees or poles. Rural two lane roads
should be given high priority for improvements and applying appropriate countermeasures could
reduce total fatalities and injuries observed on these roadways.

Ahmed et al., (2015) evaluated the safety effectiveness of changing a two-lane road to a
four lane divided road results found that there was a reduction of 45% fatal and injury crashes on
rural roadways. This change also reduced total crashes, but PDO crashes were not significantly
reduced. Thus, it is evident that rural two lane roads are subject to a higher frequency of fatal
and injury crashes relative to PDO crashes. Rural roads should be evaluated for safety
improvements not just based on crash rate but should focus more on areas with severe crashes.

Urban roads were also compared with each other to determine the most severe urban
facility type. The results suggested that for all-segment analyses, U2U was likely to be more
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severe. For segments with at least one fatal/injury crash, and U5T was likely to be more severe.
The same research mentioned above (Ahmed et al., 2015) also evaluated the safety effectiveness
of changing a two-lane urban road to a four-lane undivided road. The change was even more
significant for urban roads as there was a 63% reduction on fatal and injury crashes as well as a
reduction in the total number of crashes. The reduction was more significant in urban roadway
segments with high AADT values.

As previous literature suggests, two lane roads are subject to the highest frequency of
severe crashes in the country (USDOT, 2008). Our final comparison of R2U with U2U roadway
segments has some interesting results. Rural roads have less crash frequency than urban roads in
the state but have higher injury and fatality rates. For the segments with at least one fatal/injury
crash, R2U has more injuries than PDO crashes. The results produced statistically significant
results that rural two lane roads are more likely to observe more severe crashes that urban two
lane roads. FHWA, 2019 produced a study that showed a reduction of fatal crashes on rural roads
from 61% of total roadway fatalities in the US in 2000 to 47% in 2018. These stats show that
there has been significant effort to improve safety on rural roads across the country.
Unfortunately, the fatal and injury rates in South Carolina (especially on rural roads) are still the
highest in the country. More over, about 60% of these fatalities occur on rural roads (Iqbal,
2019). Our analysis supports these results and also helps us to determine the severity of urban
and rural roads in the state within different facility types. This research could help direct state
entities to look at certain facility types with highest risk of severe crashes.
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One of the objectives of this research was to identify a simple statistical model that can
deal with crash severity data to estimate the risk of severe crashes within different roadway
segments. Although RIDIT is not a popular statistical method, it is one of the simplest forms of
analysis that can be used without having to deal with complex mathematical formulations.
Further, RIDIT is transferable within different analyses and can be used to look at the safety
effectiveness before and after a certain countermeasure has been used. For instance, initially
Flora 1974-used RIDIT to compare the risk of severity of cars with and without side beams. Our
use of RIDIT analysis helped us identify the characteristics of severe crashes for different facility
types (either that they are recurring events or likely due to chance). Another advantage is that
RIDIT analysis accounts for the temporal and spatial nature of crashes. RIDIT analysis is also
transferable to other states that would want to look at the severity risks within their facility types.

It is recommended that South Carolina should focus more on improving the quality of
crash reporting techniques in the state by better training/quality control. From our analysis, it is
evident that more consistent severity data collection would help researchers establish unbiased
estimations. Further, it is recommended that this analysis be repeated using five-levels of
severity with unbiased data over multiple years. After the identification of the most severe
facility types, analysis to determine the “hot spot” locations of high crash severity could help us
identify causal factors for these recurring severe crashes on roadway segments. Using the most
appropriate network screening methods, diagnosis of crash characteristics, and using proper
countermeasures on these high risks segments from a severity standpoint would help reduce the
total fatal and injury crashes in the state. Further, this research also emphasizes the importance of
statewide rural road improvement plans for South Carolina. From the FHWA report, it is evident
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that the overall country’s rural fatal rates are decreasing but are still unacceptable. In 2008,
NHTSA produced a report where they stated that rural roads are experiencing 42% more fatal
crashes than urban roads within small stretches and busy roads. Although South Carolina has
made strides to improve the roadways in rural areas, especially intersections, there seems a need
to address midblock rural two lane roadway segments with high fatal and injury crashes. This
research is only an initial step to help identify and determine the severity associated with
different facility types in the state. While the research concluded R2U to be the most severe
facility type in the state, identification of locations with high severe crashes (not necessarily high
crash frequency) within rural two lane roads and providing proper countermeasures could help
reduce the total fatalities and injuries.
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